The Concept of Monetization of Global Market of Water Resources by means of cryptocurrency “CLIMATE CRON”
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SUMMARY

Climate Global Control Trading LLC is the first world company, created in order of monetization of global market of water resources, using a new financial instrument - a universal cryptocurrency CLIMATE CRON, based blockchain technology.

Monetization of global market of water resources is a global issue and requires consolidation of efforts of the key market participants and innovative approaches, using advanced financial technologies (Fin-tech).

To accomplish this global task, company Climate Global Control Trading LLC (www.climateglobal.net) supported by Dubai / UAE Government, proceed to the creation of “Global Climate Hub” on trade of climate services with single information space.

The main participants of the “Global Climate Hub” are:

1. Company Climate Global Control Trading LLC, which is a major global supplier of climate services, which provides participants international climate trading platform, including:
   ★ Cryptocurrency exchange “CRON Exchange”
   ★ “Center of Trade of Climate Services”

3. Dubai / UAE Government, which provides a comprehensive political and economic support of the project.

4. Strategic Partners - other members of global market of water resources, which provide political and economic support of the project.
SUMMARY

“Global Climate Hub” will allow to provide to the participants of global market of water resources full range of climate services:

★ At one place, on a single Media (TV) resource get all the necessary information about climate services, and receive interesting information about the weather and climate in all parts of the world in the form of user-friendly Media directories media streams.

★ At the universal cryptocurrency exchange “CRON Exchange” purchase, sell or exchange the required amount of cryptocurrency CLIMATE CRON.

★ At the “Center of Trade of Climate Services” order necessary climate services, sign a contract with Climate Global Control Trading LLC and settle with the Provider for the supplied services in cryptocurrency CLIMATE CRON.

Thus, effective operation of “Global Climate Hub” will allow to implement a successful monetization of global market of water resources and promote the globalization.
PROBLEMATICS

According to the Water Resources Group (WRG), the UN and others, fresh water is becoming less and less not only in a relative, but in absolute measurement. One sixth of the world’s population has no access to clean drinking water, and one-third - to water for household needs.

By 2025, 3 billion people on the planet will live in regions with a growing shortage of fresh water. The population of our planet every day uses about 7-8 bln. Tons of water, or 50.3 billion barrels. The demand is growing while supply is falling.

As a result of the report of the World Bank in 2007, for countries, suffering from lack of drinking water or from poor quality of water, this problem costs annually 0.5-2.5% of GDP.
According to the International Water Management Institute (IWMI), the 17 countries from the top 20 countries with the highest level of exploitation of water resources, have a critical value of index “Water Stress Indicator” (WSI), indicating that the water consumption demand greatly exceeds the capacity of its recovery and water supply. Fresh water really becomes a critical factor in the development of the world economy.

More than 70% of annual consumption of fresh global economy industrial water consumption from natural sources, goes on food production, which is about 3 trillion. tons, or about 477 trillion. barrels.

In the nearest future, inevitable rapid growth in the three sectors of the world market:

★ Water-efficient technologies
★ Water-protection technology
★ Water-intensive products

Water ceased to be a readily available resource, and the water industry is a huge market in terms of volume, which can be compared to the oil and gas industry and power generation.
PROBLEMATICS

For example, only about 400 public companies involved in water supply have a market capitalization of more than $1 trillion.

All this reinforces the investment attractiveness of fresh water as product, actively traded on the stock markets. Therefore, with an increase of the price of water will rise stocks of companies, whose activities are, one way or another, related with the processing, delivery and production of water.

The cost of a barrel of water has exceeded the cost of a barrel of oil, and this trend continues to grow.
Company Climate Global Control Trading LLC is a global leader in the provision of climate services and offers following global modern high-tech solutions for global market of water resources:

- Rise of groundwater level;
- Changing in average levels of precipitation in a given area;
- Reduction of groundwater salinity;
- The creation and filling of fresh water reservoirs;
- Changing maximum and average temperature in a given territory;
- Elimination of factors generating dust storms.

Currently, the company “Climate Global Control Trading LLC” offers participants of global market of water resources a wide range of climate services, like:

- Change the temperature of the environment (up to 5-10 Celsius degrees);
- Change the amount of rainfall (up to 50%);
- Change the level of humidity of air and soil;
- Change the strength and direction of prevailing winds;
- Neutralize atmospheric anomalies in advance.
The solution of modern global challenges to ensure water security in the countries and regions, as well as climate control requires new approaches and new financial instruments.

Offered innovative concept of monetization of global market of water resources uses a new financial instrument, based on blockchain technology, which provides a real asset - fresh water and serves as a universal means of payment for the participants of global market of water resources.

The idea of providing cryptocurrency CLIMATE CRON by water asset is simple and clear, which favorable distinguishes CLIMATE CRON from other cryptocurrencies. And this is one of the primary factors of trust CLIMATE CRON of the participants of global market of water resources.

The initial value of 1 CLIMATE CRON is equal to the cost of 1000 barrels of fresh water.
MODERN SOLUTIONS FOR GLOBAL MARKET OF WATER RESOURCES

Using of CLIMATE CRON will positively affect the development of the entire water ecosystem in the world and provide real support to all local and global international projects, aimed at:

★ Water Resources Management
★ Effective use and consumption of water
★ Water-extraction and water-generation

Usage of cryptocurrency CLIMATE CRON for solving of global challenges on ensuring of water security in countries and regions, as well as control of climate, will allow to successfully monetize the global market of water resources.
1. Global Market of Water Resources
Global market of water resources is a virtual international platform, on which different groups of participants trade with each other water assets and climate services, and where as a financial instrument is free obtainable cryptocurrency CLIMATE CRON.

2. Participants of Global Market of Water Resources
These are the main beneficiaries of climate services. These include governments, investment and hedge funds, banks, professional participants of the stock market, companies and organizations of the agricultural sector, the fuel and energy complex (FEC), the timber industry, transport, industrial and retail sectors, etc.

3. Issuer
Issuer is a company Climate Global Control Trading LLC, which performs the release (emission) of cryptocurrency CLIMATE CRON, based blockchain technology. Issuer performs the release (emission) of a strictly limited amount of cryptocurrency CLIMATE CRON.

4. Cryptocurrency CLIMATE CRON
Cryptocurrency CLIMATE CRON is a new financial instrument, based on a blockchain technology, and it is provided by a real asset - fresh water, and it is intended for free circulation at cryptocurrency exchange “CRON Exchange” and serves as a universal means of payment for the participants of global market of water resources. The initial value of 1 CLIMATE CRON is equal to the cost of 1000 barrels of fresh water.
DEFINITIONS

5. Global Climate Hub
Global Climate Hub is a global climate platform on trade of climate services with single information space, providing to participants of global market of water resources a full and closed complex of climate services.
The main participants of which are:
1. “Climate Global Control Trading LLC” as a main the world leading Supplier of climate services to global market of water resources.
2. “Climate Global Control Trading LLC”, which will provide to participants of global market of water resources a climate global universal trading platform, including international cryptocurrency exchange “CRON Exchange” and an international “Center of Trade of Climate Services”, created on a single blockchain technology and combined all the necessary interfaces.
3. Dubai/UAE Government, which provides comprehensive political and economic support of the Project.
4. Strategic Partners - the other participants of global market of water resources, which provide political and economic support of the Project.
6. CRON Exchange
“CRON Exchange” is an international cryptocurrency exchange, created on a blockchain technology, and where cryptocurrency CLIMATE CRON freely will circulate. The participants of global market of water resources on “CRON Exchange” can carry on their activities on purchase, sale and exchange of cryptocurrency CLIMATE CRON.

7. Center of Trading of Climate Services
Center for Trading of Climate Services is an international trading platform created by blockchain technology, and where various climate services will freely circulate, and for calculation will be used CLIMATE CRON. Participants of global market of water resources may carry out at the “Center of Trade of Climate Services” their activities for order, obtaining, provision of climate services and payment for the provided services, using the cryptocurrency CLIMATE CRON.
8. Supplier of climate services
Company “Climate Global Control Trading LLC” is a major global supplier of climate services.

9. Strategic Partners
Potential strategic partners of company Climate Global Control Trading LLC are:
★ Governments of countries-participants of global market of water resources.
★ Investment funds, hedge funds, banks and professional participants of the stock market.
★ Companies and organizations of agro-industrial sector, oil and other sectors of the economy of countries - the beneficiaries.
PRINCIPLES AND LEVELS OF INITIAL OFFERING OF CLIMATE CRON

LEVEL 1.
The main beneficiaries of the initial public offering (sale) of cryptocurrency CLIMATE CRON by the initial price, equal to the cost of 1000 barrels of water, are the governments of the countries with the highest use of water resources and a high national priority of water security.
Principle Pricing:
50% of the total issued CLIMATE CRON distributed among the governments of high-priority water security.

LEVEL 2.
The main beneficiaries of the initial public offering (sale) of CLIMATE CRON are large investment funds and banks, as well as professional participants of the stock market.
Principle Pricing:
30% of the total issued CLIMATE CRON distributed between investment funds and banks, as well as the professional stock market participants wishing to participate in the initial public offering CLIMATE CRON.
The main beneficiaries of the initial public offering (sale) of CLIMATE CRON are companies and organizations of agro-industrial sector, fuel and energy companies and other sectors of the economy of beneficiaries’ countries.

Principle Pricing:
20% of the total issued CLIMATE CRON distributed between the companies and the agricultural sector organizations, oil and other sectors of the economy - the beneficiaries, wishing to participate in the initial public offering CLIMATE CRON.
ISSUANCE OF CLIMATE CRON

Considering the global market of water resources, which is estimated in the tens of trillion $, issuer decided to implement strictly limited emission of cryptocurrency in the amount of 100 billion CLIMATE CRON.

The main criteria of the above emission are:

★ Total potential of global market of water resources (for fresh water sector) over the next 10 years is estimated at tens of $ trillion;
★ Volume of cryptocurrency CLIMATE CRON, allocated to each country - participant of global market of water resources, is 5 billion CLIMATE CRON for the next 10 year period;
★ The volume of fiat currency, required each country - participant of global market of water resources, to buy back 50% of the issued CLIMATE CRON is $ 2.5 trillion. Accordingly, the volume of fiat currency required each country - participant of global market of water resources, to buy back its stake cryptocurrency the CLIMATE CRON, is $ 125 billion over the next 10 year period, or $ 12.5 billion annually.

Thus, the above simple calculation shows that the volume of cryptocurrency emission in the amount of 100 billion CLIMATE CRON, designed for global market of water resources, for fresh water sector, for the next 10 year period, comparable with the needs of the market.

With the support of the project of monetization of global market of water resources, CLIMATE CRON has all chances to become the largest reserve cryptocurrency of the world in the nearest future.

The strategic partnership between “Climate Global Control Trading LLC”, governments, members of global market of water resources will allow to create “Global Climate Hub” for trading climate services with single information space.
1. Creation of a secure and certified data center of Project in UAE.
2. Creation of a universal global trading platform on a single blockchain technology with the necessary interfaces, which includes:
   ★ Creation of an international cryptocurrency exchange “CRON Exchange”
   ★ Creation of “Center of Trade of Climate Services”
ALGORITHM OF MONETIZATION OF GLOBAL MARKET OF WATER RESOURCES

Preparatory Stage
1. Signing the Contracts of partnership between:
   ★ Climate Global Control Trading LLC and Dubai/UAE Government
   ★ Climate Global Control Trading LLC and Authorized Bank - partner
   ★ Climate Global Control Trading LLC and Strategic Partners

2. Emission of strictly limited amount of cryptocurrency in the amount of 100 billion.

CLIMATE CRON
3. Initial public offering (sale) of cryptocurrency CLIMATE CRON to participants of global market of water resources at cost tied to the current market value of 1000 barrels of water in exchange for fiat currency.
4. Payment for the initial offering (sale) of cryptocurrency CLIMATE CRON in fiat currency from participants of global market of water resources and credited to a special account, opened in authorized banks - partners. Funds in fiat currency, received for the initial public offering (sale) of cryptocurrency CLIMATE CRON, remain on a special account of the authorized Bank - Partner and will not be spent, as fiat ensuring of cryptocurrency CLIMATE CRON.
ALGORITHM OF MONETIZATION OF GLOBAL MARKET OF WATER RESOURCES

The work of the universal global trading platform
Organization of trade of cryptocurrency CLIMATE CRON on “CRON Exchange”:
5. Participants of global market of water resources as the Sellers of cryptocurrency CLIMATE CRON, put up for sale a certain amount of cryptocurrency for sale for other participants of global market of water resources – for beneficiary of climate services – at market value.
6. Buyers of cryptocurrency CLIMATE CRON purchase on the cryptocurrency exchange “CRON Exchange” necessary quantity of currency at market value in fiat currency.

Organization of trading of climate services at the “Center of Trade of Climate Services”
7. Climate service provider - the company “Climate Global Control Trading LLC”, places in the Center of trade of Climate Services various items of climate services and establishes a market value in CLIMATE CRON.
8. Participants of global market of water resources (beneficiary of climate services), who purchased CLIMATE CRON, place requests for climate services at the “Center of Trade of Climate Services”.
9. After reaching an agreement on the price and conditions of the beneficiary of climate services and the provider of climate services, the contract is signed between them.
ALGORITHM OF MONETIZATION OF GLOBAL MARKET OF WATER RESOURCES

Performing the necessary complex of climate services and calculation in cryptocurrency CLIMATE CRON:
10. “Climate Global Control Trading LLC” performs for the winner the necessary complex climate services.
11. The beneficiary pays “Climate Global Control Trading LLC” in CLIMATE CRON for the complex of work.

Work of international cryptocurrency exchange “CRON Exchange”
12. Supplier of the climate services can once again put up for sale, received from the beneficiary, CLIMATE CRON at market value, as well as buy on CRON Exchange cryptocurrency CLIMATE CRON, in order to regulate the course and receive speculative profit from market growth of value of CLIMATE CRON.
13. Participants of global market of water resources can once again put up for sale a certain number of available CLIMATE CRON at market value, as well as buy on the “CRON Exchange” cryptocurrency CLIMATE CRON to regulate the course and receive speculative profit from market growth of value of CLIMATE CRON.
14. Participants of global market of water resources (beneficiaries of climate services) can purchase on the cryptocurrency exchange CLIMATE CRON and sell CLIMATE CRON at the market value in order to get speculative profit from market growth of value of CLIMATE CRON.
15. Further, the whole process is repeated.
Thus, the growing demand for climate services will stimulate the growth of the market course of cryptocurrency CLIMATE CRON and its capitalization.
PARTICIPANTS’ INCOMES OF GLOBAL MARKET OF WATER RESOURCES

Incomes of Participants of global market of water resources are incomes, received as a result of purchasing and trade of the CLIMATE CRON on cryptocurrency exchange “CRON exchange” due to speculative growth of CLIMATE CRON course.
PERSPECTIVES OF PROJECT GLOBALIZATION

1. Further expansion of the range and volume of climate services will also lead to an increase in the growth rate of market and capitalization of CLIMATE CRON, as well as globalization of market of water resources and stimulation of the development of many sectors of the global economy.

2. Further involvement of institutional investors (insurance companies, investment and pension funds) and the involvement speculative capital from the capital market, as well as financial, stock, currency, exchange and other markets will also lead to an increase in the growth rate of market capitalization and cryptocurrency CLIMATE CRON, as well as globalization of market of water resources and stimulation of the development of many sectors of the global economy.
Advantages of usage of cryptocurrency CLIMATE CRON are:

★ Cryptocurrency CLIMATE CRON is provided by barrels of water and by the growing demand for climate services (in a world of constantly growing demand for water and other climate resources).

★ Open source of blockchain, on which CLIMATE CRON is operated, will be available to all participants of global market of water resources that will not allow anyone to manipulate the market of CLIMATE CRON and global market of water resources.

★ CLIMATE CRON will become a financial instrument through which you can attract speculative capital from other markets.
GENERAL ADVANTAGES AND BENEFITS

Usage of cryptocurrency CLIMATE CRON will allow:

★ Effectively monetize and globalize the most important market of water resources.
★ Create a new world precedent for solving of global problems.
★ Participants of global market of water resources will have an alternative reserve currency which will not be exposed to economic and political influence of third countries.
★ Save budgetary and extra-budgetary funds and release financial resources.
★ Create a “Global Climate Hub” for trade on climate services with a single information space.
CONCLUSION

The competition of modern financial technology, based on blockchain and cryptocurrencies, actually boils down to competition between different management models.

The concept of monetization of global market of water resources, based on the creation and development of ecosystem of cryptocurrency CLIMATE CRON, provided by barrels of water, is a unique and innovative model of management of the economy.

This management model will allow major holders of CLIMATE CRON to effectively manage of global market of water resources by regulating the market rate of CLIMATE CRON, increasing or reducing the sentence of cryptocurrency CLIMATE CRON.
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